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Abstract

In this work, we study indistinguishability obfuscation and functional encryption for general circuits:
Indistinguishability obfuscation requires that given any two equivalent circuits C0 and C1 of similar

size, the obfuscations of C0 and C1 should be computationally indistinguishable.
In functional encryption, ciphertexts encrypt inputs x and keys are issued for circuits C. Using the

key SKC to decrypt a ciphertext CTx = Enc(x), yields the value C(x) but does not reveal anything else
about x. Furthermore, no collusion of secret key holders should be able to learn anything more than the
union of what they can each learn individually.

We give constructions for indistinguishability obfuscation and functional encryption that supports all





Understanding Cryptography

mathematical problems

cryptographic primitives

protocols

library implementations

software applications

factoring, discrete log, . . .

RSA, Diffie-Hellman, DSA, AES, RC4, SHA-1, . . .

TLS, SSH, PGP, . . .

OpenSSL, BSAFE, NaCl, . . .

Apache, Firefox, Chrome, . . .



The Cryptopocalypse





A quasi-polynomial algorithm for discrete logarithm

in finite fields of small characteristic

Improvements over FFS in small to medium characteristic

Razvan Barbulescu, Pierrick Gaudry, Antoine Joux, Emmanuel Thomé

1 Introduction

The discrete logarithm problem (DLP) was first proposed as a hard problem in cryptography in the seminal
article of Diffie and Hellman [DH76]. Since then, together with factorization, it has become one of the two
major pillars of public key cryptography. As a consequence, the problem of computing discrete logarithms has
attracted a lot of attention. From an exponential algorithm in 1976, the fastest DLP algorithms have been
greatly improved during the past 35 years. A first major progress was the realization that the DLP in finite
fields can be solved in subexponential time, i.e. L(1/2) where LN(α) = exp

(

O((log N)α(log log N)1−α)
)

.
The next step further reduced this to a heuristic L(1/3) running time in the full range of finite fields, from
fixed characteristic finite fields to prime fields [Adl79, Cop84, Gor93, Adl94, JL06, JLSV06].

Recently, practical and theoretical progress have been made [Jou13a, GGMZ13, Jou13b] with an emphasis
on small to medium characteristic finite fields and composite degree extensions. The most general and
efficient algorithm [Jou13b] gives a complexity of L(1/4 + o(1)) when the characteristic is smaller than the
square root of the extension degree. Among the ingredients of this approach, we find the use of a very



Fact: All the public-key crypto we use relies on three assumptions:

factoring integers into primes

discrete log modulo primes

discrete log in elliptic curve groups



factoring



discrete log modulo primes



elliptic curve discrete log

factoring



Discrete log over small characteristic fields
(Not actually used in any deployed crypto.)

• Factoring, discrete log have subexponential-time algorithms.

• No big algorithmic improvement since 1993.

• All progress has been Moore’s law, implementation details, etc.



Discrete log over small characteristic fields
(Not actually used in any deployed crypto.)

• Factoring, discrete log have subexponential-time algorithms.

• No big algorithmic improvement since 1993.

• All progress has been Moore’s law, implementation details, etc.

Until December 2012:

2012-12-24 1175-bit and 1425-bit Joux
2013-02-11 F

∗

21778 Joux
2013-02-19 F

∗

21971 GGMZ
2013-02-20 L(1/4 + o(1), c) Joux
2013-03-22 F

∗

24080 Joux
2013-04-11 F

∗

26120 GGMZ
2013-05-21 F

∗

26168 Joux

2013-06-18 nO(log n) algorithm for F∗

pn Barbulescu, Gaudry, Joux, Thomé



Extrapolated impact of hypothetical factoring algorithm improvements

Current general-purpose factoring running time for integer N:

L((64/9)1/3, 1/3) = exp
(

(64/9)1/3(lnN)1/3 ∗ (ln lnN)2/3
)

Small-characteristic field DL improvement from L(1/3) → L(1/4) → nO(log n).

bit length of N

1024 2048 4096

current state → L((64/9)1/3, 1/3) 86 116 156

improved constant → L((32/9)1/3, 1/3) 68 92 124

improved exponent → L((64/9)1/4, 1/4) 49 63 81
bit-security of key



• Researchers in area agree that small-characteristic techniques can’t be adapted to
factoring or large primes

• Reminder that sometimes big progress can be made on old problems.

• There is no proof that factoring/discrete log are hard. (Polynomial heirarchy
would collapse if they were NP-hard.)

• Elliptic curve discrete log totally different story: index calculus unlikely to work.
(Already Miller 1986, Koblitz 2000.)

Some recommendations:

• Don’t hard-code algorithms or key sizes.∗ If you must, use conservative choices.

• Listen to cryptographers. This is old news.

• Think about adopting elliptic curves. (More on this later.)



January 2013

A user actually tries to use crypto!
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January 2013

A user actually tries to use crypto! . . . and fails. Close to #epicfail.

“It’s really annoying and complicated,

the encryption software.

. . . He kept harassing me,

but at some point he just got frustrated,

so he went to Laura.”

—Glenn Greenwald,
quoted in “How Laura Poitras helped Snowden spill his secrets”,

New York Times Magazine, 18 August 2013

Picture credit: Reuters via www.popularresistance.org



February 2013: timing-padding-oracle attacks against TLS

This leaves a small timing channel, since MAC performance depends to

some extent on the size of the data fragment, but it is not believed

to be large enough to be exploitable, due to the large block size of

existing MACs and the small size of the timing signal.

—RFC 5246, “The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol, Version 1.2”, 2008



February 2013: timing-padding-oracle attacks against TLS

This leaves a small timing channel, since MAC performance depends to

some extent on the size of the data fragment, but it is not believed

to be large enough to be exploitable, due to the large block size of

existing MACs and the small size of the timing signal.

—RFC 5246, “The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol, Version 1.2”, 2008

This timing side-channel can then be “wrangled” into reveal-

ing plaintext data via careful statistical analysis of multiple tim-

ing samples. As we shall show, other natural methods for han-
—AlFardan and Paterson,

“Lucky Thirteen: breaking the TLS and DTLS record protocols”,
IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy 2013



February 2013: TLS algorithm agility to the rescue!

Typical vendor response:
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To mitigate this vulnerability, configure the client-side SSL
profile to prefer RC4-SHA ciphers.



February 2013: TLS algorithm agility to the rescue!

Typical vendor response:

To mitigate this vulnerability, configure the client-side SSL
profile to prefer RC4-SHA ciphers.

Successful upgrade: RC4 was used for >50% of TLS traffic in February 2013.



March 2013: attacks against RC4 in TLS

A statistical analysis of ciphertexts forms the core of

our attacks. We stress that the attacks are ciphertext-

only: no sophisticated timing measurement is needed on

the part of the adversary, the attacker does not need to be

located close to the server, and no packet injection capa-

bility is required (all premises for Lucky 13). Instead, it

suffices for the adversary to record encrypted traffic for

later offline analysis. Provoking the required repeated

encryption and transmission of the target plaintext, how-

—AlFardan, Bernstein, Paterson, Poettering, Schuldt,
“On the security of RC4 in TLS”,
USENIX Security Symposium 2013



Taiwan Citizen Digital Certificate
Government-issued smart cards allow citizens to

• file income taxes,
• update car registrations,
• transact with government agencies,
• interact with companies (e.g. Chunghwa Telecom) online.



As reported at 29C3:

Collected 3 million certificiates with RSA public keys.

Factored 103 keys using GCD algorithm:

N1 = pq1 N2 = pq2

gcd(N1,N2) = p

Oops, bad RNG. End of story?



Most commonly shared factor appears 46 times

c0000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000

00000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000002f9



Next most common factor appears 7 times

c9242492249292499249492449242492

24929249924949244924249224929249

92494924492424922492924992494924

492424922492924992494924492424e5



Factoring RSA keys from certified smart cards: Coppersmith in the wild
Daniel J. Bernstein, Yun-An Chang, Chen-Mou Cheng, Li-Ping Chou, Nadia Heninger, Tanja Lange, and Nicko
van Someren. Asiacrypt 2013.

Factored 80 more keys using guessing, trial
division, and nifty math tricks.

• Nontrivial GCD is not the only way
RSA can fail with bad randomness.

• Faulty hardware RNG in Renesas
AE45C1 microcontroller.

• Failure of some Chunghwa Telecom
HiCOS PKI smart cards to
post-process output.



June 19, 2013, Meanwhile at the NSA

The SIMON and SPECK Families of
Lightweight Block Ciphers

Ray Beaulieu and Douglas Shors and
Jason Smith and Stefan
Treatman-Clark and Bryan Weeks and
Louis Wingers.

http://eprint.iacr.org/2013/404

http://eprint.iacr.org/2013/404


June 19, 2013, Meanwhile at the NSA

The SIMON and SPECK Families of
Lightweight Block Ciphers

Ray Beaulieu and Douglas Shors and
Jason Smith and Stefan
Treatman-Clark and Bryan Weeks and
Louis Wingers.

http://eprint.iacr.org/2013/404

4 follow-up papers on ePrint ⇒ success on distracting the cryptographers.

http://eprint.iacr.org/2013/404


July 2013: TweetNaCl

The NaCl library in 100 tweets!
https://twitter.com/tweetnacl

https://twitter.com/tweetnacl


July 2013: TweetNaCl

The NaCl library in 100 tweets!
https://twitter.com/tweetnacl

Advertisement:
Hear more about NaCl tomorrow at
You-Broke-The-Internet assembly
Operating systems session.

2013-12-29 13:00 Hall E

https://twitter.com/tweetnacl


August 2013
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TLS RSA Key Exchange
Why forward secrecy is important

hello

certificate, public RSA key

RSAEncRSAkey (AES key)

AESEncAESkey (website contents)

An adversary with Lavabit’s private key can

• impersonate Lavabit.com to anyone

• decrypt traffic from now on and from any point in the past.



TLS Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
Why forward secrecy is important

hello, g x

g y , certificate, public RSA key

RSASignRSAkey (g
x , g y )

AESEncgxy (website contents)

An adversary with Lavabit’s private key can

• impersonate Lavabit.com to anyone

Forward secrecy: cannot retroactively decrypt historical traffic if the private keys were
forgotten.



Your Homework:

• If you’re an end-user, a website enables forward
secrecy if you see a cipher suite with DHE
(Diffie-Hellman ephemeral) or ECDHE
(elliptic-curve Diffie-Hellman ephemeral).

ccc.de has enabled forward secrecy.

ccc.de


• If you run a website, enable forward secrecy!
See e.g. https://bettercrypto.org

microsoft.com does not offer forward secrecy.

• If you build a privacy tool, use end-to-end
crypto.

https://bettercrypto.org
microsoft.com




August 2013: MEGAMOS crypto

Baris Ege, Flavio Garcia, Roel Verdult
break VW car immobilizers.

Paper stopped from being published
since it contained ”secret” crypto
algorithm.



August 2013: CRYPTO Rump session

Using full-disk encryption
Email with PGP
Elliptic curves in your browser
for forward secrecy

Hardware tokens for crypto
Using bitcoins to pay
Everybody use CRYPTO

Screw the NSA

Full song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ricox_ozb4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ricox_ozb4


Scary Paper of the Year: Stealthy Dopant-Level Hardware Trojans
by Becker, Regazzoni, Paar, and Burleson, CHES 2013



DUAL EC RNG: history part I

Earliest public source (?) June 2004, draft of ANSI X9.82:

ϕ gives all but the top 16 bits ⇒ about 215 points sQ match given string.
Claim:



DUAL EC RNG: common public history part II

Various public warning signals:

• Gjøsteen (March 2006): output sequence is biased.
“While the practical impact of these results are modest, it is hard to see how
these flaws would be acceptable in a pseudo-random bit generator based on
symmetric cryptographic primitives. They should not be accepted in a generator
based on number-theoretic assumptions.”

• Brown (March 2006): security “proof”
“This proof makes essential use of Q being random.” If d with dQ = P is known
then dRi = Si+1, concludes that there might be distinguisher.

• Sidorenko & Schoenmakers (May 2006): output sequence is even more biased.
Answer: Too late to change, already implemented.

• Shumow & Ferguson (August 2007): Backdoor if d is known.

• NIST standard gets appendix about choosing points verifiably at random,
continues to recommend fixed P and Q.



September 2013: NSA Bullrun program

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cavp/documents/drbg/drbgval.html
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September 2013: NSA Bullrun program

Later NYT names Dual EC DRBG. . . but surely nobody uses that piece of shit?!

NIST’s DRBG Validation List: RSA’s BSAFE has Dual EC DRBG enabled and default.

NIST re-opens discussions on SP800.90; recommmends against using Dual EC.
RSA suggests changing default in BSAFE.

http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cavp/documents/drbg/drbgval.html


How expensive is using the backdoor?
Rereading the standard:
“ x(A) is the x-coordinate of the point A on the curve, given in affine coordinates. An
implementation may choose to represent points internally using other coordinate
systems; for instance, when efficiency is a primary concern. In this case, a point shall
be translated back to affine coordinates before x() is applied.”
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Given ri = ϕ(x(siQ)), ri+1 = ϕ(x(si+1Q)), and NSA backdoor d = logP(Q).

1. Expand ri to candidate Qi = siQ, [50% chance; if fail move on to next candidate]

2. compute candidate Pi+1 = dQi and candidate si+1 = ϕ(x(Pi+1))

3. check, ϕ(x(si+1Q)) against ri+1. [if fail, goto 1.; else most likely done!]
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How expensive is using the backdoor?
Rereading the standard:
“ x(A) is the x-coordinate of the point A on the curve, given in affine coordinates. An
implementation may choose to represent points internally using other coordinate
systems; for instance, when efficiency is a primary concern. In this case, a point shall
be translated back to affine coordinates before x() is applied.”

Given ri = ϕ(x(siQ)), ri+1 = ϕ(x(si+1Q)), and NSA backdoor d = logP(Q).

1. Expand ri to candidate Qi = siQ, [50% chance; if fail move on to next candidate]

2. compute candidate Pi+1 = dQi and candidate si+1 = ϕ(x(Pi+1))

3. check, ϕ(x(si+1Q)) against ri+1. [if fail, goto 1.; else most likely done!]

Timings on i7 M620 Core
missing 16 bits 24 bits 32 bits

1 core 20s 85m 15d4h

64k cores 20s

From the standard:
“For performance reasons, the value of
outlen should be set to the maximum
value as provided in Table 4.”
Don’t give us fewer bits!



September 2013: SHA-3 controversy erupts



How about the NIST curves?

May 2013, Bernstein & Lange: “Security dangers of the NIST curves”

Green: “Flipside: What if NIST/NSA
know a weakness in 1/10000000
curves? NIST searches space for
curves at ‘arent’ vulnerable.”



How about the NIST curves?

May 2013, Bernstein & Lange: “Security dangers of the NIST curves”

Green: “Flipside: What if NIST/NSA
know a weakness in 1/10000000
curves? NIST searches space for
curves at ‘arent’ vulnerable.”

September 2013



SafeCurves: choosing safe curves for elliptic-curve cryptography

All known security
criteria for elliptic
curves, machine verified.

Elligator: undetectable
curve points.

New Curve3617.

http://safecurves.cr.yp.to
http://safecurves.cr.yp.to
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Bitcoin goes mainstream, bringing ECDSA with it

August 2013: Android Java RNG vulnerability blamed for bitcoin thefts

1HKywxiL4JziqXrzLKhmB6a74ma6kxbSDj has stolen 59 bitcoin from addresses using
repeated ECDSA signature randomness.



October 2013: MUSCULAR

Official Google statement:
“We are outraged”



October 2013: MUSCULAR

Official Google statement:
“We are outraged”

Unofficial Google statement:
“Fuck these guys.”

SSL crypto not great – but even worse when it’s circumvented.



Meanwhile at the NSA II





December 2013: trouble with XCB disk-encryption standard
In this paper we took a close look at XCB. Based on the study we can conclude the following:

1. XCBv2 as specified in [12] is not secure as a TES. We found an easy distinguishing attack on XCBv2. The

attack works because of a faulty padding scheme, and there seems to be no easy way to fix this problem.

However, if the inputs to XCBv2 are such that their lengths are multiples of the block length of the block
2. Even for the restricted message space, XCBv2fb (possibly) does not have the security bound as claimed

in [12]. This is due to the fact that the proof of the security theorem in [12] is wrong. The error stems from a

faulty calculation of collision probabilities in the inc function. We point out the mistake by showing concrete

examples where that the bound on the collision probabilities in the inc function as given in [12] are violated.

These examples are highly motivated by a prior study in [9].

—Chakraborty, Hernandez-Jimenez, Sarkar,
“Another look at XCB”,

4 December 2013
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1. XCBv2 as specified in [12] is not secure as a TES. We found an easy distinguishing attack on XCBv2. The

attack works because of a faulty padding scheme, and there seems to be no easy way to fix this problem.

However, if the inputs to XCBv2 are such that their lengths are multiples of the block length of the block
2. Even for the restricted message space, XCBv2fb (possibly) does not have the security bound as claimed

in [12]. This is due to the fact that the proof of the security theorem in [12] is wrong. The error stems from a

faulty calculation of collision probabilities in the inc function. We point out the mistake by showing concrete

examples where that the bound on the collision probabilities in the inc function as given in [12] are violated.

These examples are highly motivated by a prior study in [9].bound.

5. XCBv2 was derived as a small modification of XCBv1. The authors said that the modifications were made to

enable easy analysis [12]. Though it is not very clear to us, how these modifications help in the analysis. Our

analysis reveals that any modification in an existing cryptographic scheme should be done with utmost care,

—Chakraborty, Hernandez-Jimenez, Sarkar,
“Another look at XCB”,

4 December 2013



December 2013: acoustic attacks against GnuPG

Acoustic cryptanalysis = power analysis with acoustic transmission of power signal.
News: 4096-bit GnuPG RSA keys extracted in one hour.

—Genkin, Shamir, Tromer,
“RSA key extraction via low-bandwidth acoustic cryptanalysis”,

18 December 2013
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and hence that some commercially available software is not trustworthy 

today.  

Upon review, however, we are unaware of any vulnerability created 

by the US Government in generally available commercial software that 

puts users at risk of criminal hackers or foreign governments decrypting 

their data. Moreover, it appears that in the vast majority of generally used, 

commercially available encryption software, there is no vulnerability, or 

“backdoor,” that makes it possible for the US Government or anyone else 

to achieve unauthorized access.174  

                                                           

174 Any cryptographic algorithm can become exploitable if implemented incorrectly or used improperly. 

December 2013: Obama’s NSA review panel report



Some wild speculation left undenied by the previous denial:
The NSA could have

• backdoored the Dual-EC DRBG and only they have the secret key.

• backdoored the NIST curves and only they have the secret key and computational
power needed in the backdoor.

• introduced vulnerabilities or backdoors into cryptographic software such as
OpenSSL which are free software and thus not commercially available.

• introduced vulnerabilities or backdoors into Windows, OS X, and Red Hat, only
three commerically available OSes out of hundreds on the market.

• introduced backdoors into cryptographic hardware such as the Intel hardware RNG
or crypto instructions.

• modified 100% of generally available commercial software to disable encryption
whenever possible.

• a backdoor/”key escrow” feature allowing “lawful access” to any AES-encrypted
data.



December 2013





Hat tip @nymble.



Snippets from the patent




